The aim of this paper is to show the fluctuation on overshoots of particular term due to change in magnitude of discontinuity in the square wave function represented in Fourier series and also is to address the mathematical relation between those parameters. Along with that, some graphical plots of different terms are given to illustrate the results and to interpolate data with smooth curves using Cubic spline interpolation in MATLAB.
Introduction
Several complicated functions may be represented in power series and that is not the only way of expressing those functions, and that can be done by the combinations of functions as a sum of sine and cosine terms. Such a representation of functions is called the Fourier series. It has several advantages and may be used to represent some functions for which a Taylor series expansion is not possible. A function f(x) must satisfy the conditions called Dirichlet conditions in order to get its Fourier form. Fourier series has a wide application on different physical situations including the transmission of an input signal by an electronic circuit, the scattering of light by a diffraction grating and so on [5] . If the function is odd, it can be represented by sine series and similar with the case for an even it is done by proper sum of the cosine series. So, all functions may be written as the sum of an odd and an even part as follows.
All the terms of a Fourier series are mutually orthogonal. The Fourier series expansion of the functions f(t) is conventionally written as below
where x 0 is arbitrary but is often taken as 0 or -L/2. Since our work is concerned with the square wave functions, the Fourier series expansion of the function can be obtained as below.
The particular unit square wave function physically might represent the input to an electrical circuit that switches between a high and a low state with the time period T. Mathematically, the unit square wave can be represented by
Firstly the given function is an odd so the series will contain the sine terms (from symmetry consideration). Hence to evaluate the coefficient in the series, we have Since the above square wave function is discontinuous in the required range and however, the series itself, does not produce a discontinuous function. So at a point of finite discontinuity x d , the Fourier series converges to a point below
During the transition of series from the ( )
 , the function will overshoot its value.
As more terms are included the overshoot moves in position arbitrarily close to the discontinuity [4] . The "overshoot" on either side of a jump does not disappear as we add more and more terms of the series rather it becomes narrower spike of height equal to about 9% of the jump [1] . The nth partial sum of the Fourier series has large oscillations near the jump and has the peak value of overshoot at the first overshoot and gradually it decreases but never die out but approaches a finite limit. This phenomenon was discovered by H Wilbraham (1848) and rediscovered by JW Gibbs (1899) [2] . So Gibb"s phenomenon deals with "overshoot" in the convergence of the partial sums of certain Fourier series in neighborhood of a discontinuity of the function being expanded [3] . This sort of behavior was also observed by experimental physicists, but was believed to be due to imperfections in the measuring apparatuses. The size of the Gibbs overshoot is proportional to the magnitude of the discontinuity
is the size of the overshoots for n th terms with amplitude 'm' for different overshoots 'p' and 'D' is the magnitude of discontinuity. And our work is concerned with the mathematical relation between the Gibbs overshoots and magnitude of discontinuity for several terms. The functional value at that point is, 
Relation Between
So, for the size of the overshoot for the n=1, m=1 and p=1, we have 
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So, for the first overshoot"s size we take the t 1 and take its functional value as before. The size of the overshoot for the n = 2, m = 1 and p = 1, we have ( , , ) (2,1,1) 1
Here, t 2 gives the overshoot below the amplitude of the square wave function.
Hence, if the process is repeated for the several terms we obtained the stationary points from where we can have the size of overshoots. For n th term, there are (2n-1) stationary points within the addressed interval and also 'n' numbers of overshoots over the amplitude (m=1) and 'n-1' below it. Our results is concerned with the overshoots above the amplitude within the interval 0 and T/4. Here, oscillation shows the periodic behavior after the interval T/4 up to the T/2.
1) For odd terms, taking n = 3,
The stationary points for the overshoots above the amplitude will be at, So, for p = 1 (first overshoot), 1 12 T t  and the respective size of the overshoot is sin 3 sin 5 4 6 6 ( , , ) (3,1,1) sin
And for p=2 (second overshoot), 2 3 12 
T t  and the respective size of the overshoot is
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Since, it holds for the square wave function with unit amplitude (m = 1), more general case will be, if the function is taken with the amplitude "m" having the magnitude of discontinuity 'D' and at that situation the function is represented as below, 
Results and Discussion
From above obtained results, we got two cases (even and odd) relating Gibbs overshoots and magnitude of discontinuity for different terms and for different overshoots above the amplitude. And using MATLAB programming platform, various graphical plots are obtained as shown in fig above. Through the use of cubic spline interpolation methods we approximate the peak points of the Gibbs overshoots for particular terms. 
Conclusion
There exists relation between overshoots sizes with the magnitude of discontinuity or proportional with it. And also there we attained the particular decrement rate in sizes for consecutive overshoots for definite terms. There are many corners to be studied in this area which will be our future works.
